
TO-DO TODAY CHALLENGE
Fill in the table below with your exercises, learning tasks, creative endeavours and B.O.B.ing. The final column is for you to

keep a record of your thoughts as you complete each task. Don’t forget to look underneath for some suggestions if you get
stuck. Challenge yourself to complete more tasks than you think you can. You never know what you may be capable of…

There are some example tasks in GREEN that might give you ideas, as well as a bigger bank underneath.
Take care of your mind! Task/activity Thoughts I had...

9:00am Exercise for 5-10 minutes Exercise that moves my body: Run around the block, saying hi to as many
people as possible

Learning tasks Grow my character strength of perseverance:
(Tasks from today’s home learning plan)
Complete my short story writing project, start my reading comprehension, work
on the next slides of my Bushfires project.

10:00am Exercise 5-10 minutes Exercise that brings me joy: BOXING

Learning tasks Grow my character strength of patience:
(Tasks from today’s home learning plan)
Practise my times tables, continue my HOTmaths tasks, finish peer marking
my short story, make something

11:00am Exercise 5-10 minutes Exercise that makes me laugh: Just Dance

So I think I can’t… I am going to learn how to… play a new song on the guitar, make a new recipe,
draw something new.

12:00pm Exercise 5-10 minutes Exercise that connects me with someone: Play handball

B.O.B. it! I will show kindness to my household/family/community by… making them
dinner, cleaning the house, playing a game with them, water the plants.

1:00pm Exercise 5-10 minutes Exercise that makes me mindful: Yoga

So I think I can’t… I am going to learn how to… perform a new dance routine, make some origami,
make a sculpture from recycled objects.

2:00pm Exercise 5-10 minutes Exercise that moves my body: Run around the block and collect rubbish.

Reflection What went well? What else could I achieve next time?



Here are some things you might like to try or include in your To-Do Today CHALLENGE!

Learning tasks So I think I can’t... B.O.B. it Exercise

- Reading: Stick with a book
and read for 30 minutes,
trying your best to not get
distracted.
- Writing:
- Listening
- Times table practise
- Maths tasks
-

- Draw: follow a ‘Draw with Rob’
lesson and see what happens
- Cook: find a new recipe to test
out and share it for dinner!
- Dance: learn the Nutbush City
Limit routine (or another dance)
- Be musical: learn a new song
on an instrument
- Be mindful: mindfully eat
chocolate, meditate, exercise
- Do origami: find a video to
follow online
- Make a paper plane
- Build a tower out of 8
different kitchen objects
- Make a sculpture or artwork

- Share: Record a story and
share it
- Water plants
- Feed your pets
- Make everybody’s bed
- Tidy your bedroom
- Make a snack for everyone
- Unpack the dishwasher
- Send someone a video
message/reach out to a friend
or family member
- Call a grandparent

- Run around the block without
touching anyone or anything
(say hi to anyone you pass!)
- Indoor obstacle course
- Indoor fitness circuit (push
ups, sit ups, burpees, planks,
star jumps, lunges, steps)
- Dance (Just Dance)
- Wall handball (or with
someone in your house)
- Throwing and catching
- Yoga, Tai Chi, stretching
- Skipping
- Boxing
- Hopscotch

Dress up while you’re doing one
of these for a laugh!
Do one of these at the same
time as someone else via video
call to connect!


